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[Verse 1:] 
I'm not conceited, I'm just telling the truth 
You need a woman in your life that's gon' be equal to
you 
You need a woman in your life that hold it down for you 
Just like you got your own hustle, yeah, I'm hustling, too
Just let me school you 
Introduce you to new things that you ain't used to 
I'm not them chicks you used to have up in your stable 
Your entourage ain't complete without me, boo 
And that's real, too 

[Chorus:] 
'Cause I'm flawless 
I'll be rocking guiseppes up in the cutlass 
plus them ysl chicks wish they could touch this 
Fellas dishin out the Louis cause they love this 
Cause they want this 
'Cause I'm flawless 
I'll be rocking guiseppes up in the cutlass 
plus them ysl chicks wish they could touch this 
Fellas dishin out the Louis cause they love this 
Cause they want this 

[Verse 2:] 

You aint never seen a woman a like me 
I know you be the captain but i be the chief 
You lookin at a diamond dat will make your life
complete 
If you let me I could be the chick that answers your
team 
Let me floss you 
Diamond bezzles on your Cartier watch boo 
My Jimmy Chu's to match your Gucci shades too 
Layin on the yacht just because we want to 
Picture that boo 

[Chorus x2] 

[Bridge:] 
Look fly if you gon step to me 
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Dont think one drink gon get to me 
(Cause i'm flawless) 
i'm too fly please dont be too cheap 
You need me to be complete 

[Chorus: Bridge comes in]
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